Novel targets for antithrombotic drug discovery.
Platelet aggregation is a dynamic entity, capable of directing its own growth and stability via the activation of signaling cascades that lead to the expression and secretion of various secondary agonists. Recent data using proteomics and genomics strategies have established that signaling pathways during platelet aggregation are triggered by two homophilic adhesion molecules, CD84 and CD150 (SLAM), and by a novel EGF-containing receptor, PEAR1, which are tyrosine-phosphorylated in a platelet-aggregation-dependent fashion (N. Nanda, P. Andre, M. Bao et al., Platelet aggregation induces platelet aggregate stability via SLAM family receptor signaling, Blood 106 (2005) 3028-3034, N. Nanda, M. Bao, H. Lin et al., Platelet Endothelial Aggregation Receptor 1 (PEAR1), a novel epidermal growth factor repeat-containing transmembrane receptor, participates in platelet contact-induced activation, J. Biol. Chem. 280 (2005) 24680-24689). Analysis of SLAM-deficient mice revealed an overall defect in platelet aggregation in vitro and a delayed arterial thrombotic process in vivo. The data indicate that these aggregation co-receptors may function in a "platelet synapse" and may be novel targets for antithrombotic drug discovery.